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Continuing legal education has three words but many concepts. It is assumed a lawyer has basic and
standardized knowledge, skills, and abilities before practicing and advising clients. Yet as anyone knows
who has started the applications process to law schools, standardization is at best an approximation. The
undergraduate degrees accepted into law schools varies from the basic aerospace engineering degree to
the specialized French comparative literature in 17th century America degree, with many degrees in between. No one class in a single law school has standardized knowledge and then the race to specialize in
legal knowledge and skill is off in three years of law school. Unfortunately for many law schools, basing curriculum on a one time licensing examination, the real world rarely interferes with basic courses
from real property to torts. Client skills are not taught as “something your likely to learn at the firm you
get hired for a lifetime” is the view. Which leaves many clients scratching their heads what they are getting today in 2022 and what they will get in 2030.
Continuing education is rarely self reflected. Many lawyers started on their trek to law school just out of
the crib, then preschool, then primary school, then undergraduate, then finally law school. Many firms
hire and then say “nothing to learn”. Which leaves many lawyers confused as to what is being continued
since they finished everything and now just a short path to the corner office in seven years and then their
long term retirement.
In April of 1972, Apollo XVI became the tenth Apollo mission. To the world, many assumed Apollo XI
had completed the national goal: landing two engineers on the Moon and safely returning them to Earth
to teach others about the experience of walking on the Moon, then looking across the miles to a little
blue ball floating above the Moon’s surface. But Apollo XI was a few hours short visit, something akin
to driving somewhere, stepping out, taking a few pics and returning home.
In April of 1972, Apollo XVI, had the lunar rover to actually allow engineers to travel around the
Moon’s surface and sample a lot more of the Moon’s geography. No non Earth life appeared over three
days. And while lawyers were focused on hotels, China, and your average burglars in DC area, the rest
of the world was thinking about the Moon. The first Moon orbiting object was released and retrieved as
well in April 1972.
Sabbaticals come in all forms. Some are for engineers, a few days on the Moon, some engineers go to
law school for a few years, and some just wander aimless around Cambridge, Massachusetts in March.
For lawyers, thinking about mini Sabbaticals, this cover should make you consider your path towards
2030. For everyone…
Semper anticus doctrina
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Thank you.

To all the lawyers who have attended any of our CLEs.

You know the value of quality CLEs.
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Professional Development Department
Why are lawyers not taking CLE’s in the quadrivium?

The trivium
Grammar

rhetoric

logic

The quadrivium
Geometry arithmetic music

astronomy [not aerospace engineering?]
Is it the middle ages yet for some in CLEs?
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Professional Development Department
Sponges Anyone?

What do we do with our time?
It is a major decision facing everyone, especially lawyers who have to fight the clock. Since the
dawn of humankind, religious leaders have set the clock and calendar while planetary motion
has baffled astrophysicists since the pre dawn of humankind. But no matter how the clock and
calendar are divided, it is left up to individual lawyers to decide what to do with that time. It is
the fundamental principle of the legal profession that only individual lawyers can determine
what they do with their time which is strictly regulated: 24 hours each day and with variations
every four years, (365 vs 365.25 rounding errors by math majors and printers) but amounting to
roughly 8,760 hours per year. No lawyer, with all the technology in the universe may exceed
those 8,760 hours per year. The bane of lawyers, no matter which other law school they choose
other than Harvard or Yale, nor which practice area, other than family law they choose, they are
stuck with one number: 8,760. Once law school and practice area decisions are made—time becomes their sworn enemy until retirement or changing calendars for another profession.
Vol. IX No 1
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Professional Development Department
Sponges Anyone?
Which leaves many lawyers wondering “how do I decide to set up my calendar and clock?”
It is the most perplexing problem that new lawyers must face. Law schools rarely have courses on “Jurisprudence
of Time” or “Cases in Federal Time Practice”. In fact some wonder why law schools lack any “professor emeritus
of time” on faculty tenure boards. Time is simply something that like the British and weather: something everyone
talks about but no one does anything about. With 8,760 hours strictly allocated to each individual lawyer at the
beginning of each year, until retirement, leaves many lawyers just using last year’s calendar. It saves a lot of paper.
But for a very few number of lawyers, that 8,760 number seems a little misleading. It seems vast at first. Then as
they start to become philosophical, they wonder how that number can be divided up. There is sleep which many
lawyer’s pre med friends claim a body needs, along with food and some sport. Many lawyers may have friends in
other fields like in the arts where culture seems a focus. Not all lawyers live in perfect climates, so they understand
there maybe days when sitting out on the yacht may not be smooth sailing either and they may have to stay in a
day.
Over time, these few lawyers might consider a deep question: “did my first year in law school prepare me for everything in life like demographics analysis or fiscal policy or geopolitical power grabs?”. Then suddenly the clock
and calendar seem to have gone by so quickly. Nearing the end of the 8,760, suddenly many lawyers feel the cold
spector of a finger. The spector might even have a voice asking “are you ready to be a sponge”?
Perplexed, some lawyers may put down their clocks and calendars in a fit of irrational behavior looking for a
sponge. No one may know why these lawyers suddenly act, looking thru pages and pages of text, grasping for a
sign, suddenly cry out: “YES! This is what I am looking for—a CLE on a topic I have interest in! YES! Now, how
many credits—errrrr how many hours is it? Less than 12 hours? Ethics? Approved?”
Get your sponges ready everyone who reads this.
As for sabbaticals, that is a topic for the next number in this volume to delve into. For now, sabbaticals are what
some call extended periods of time to reflect on learning, developing new talents, exploring opportunity, and preparing for a new view of a new world then leaving the old view to others. Some even travel to vast learning institutions for such a great endeavor and agree to spend their time in a different clock and calendar that few understand—till now.
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How to Pronounce Our Company Name

CR
X

AS in

AS in

JEM

“Let’s get CR acking on those important
CLE’s this April by first downloading The
April CLE Compliance Catalogue”

“CRXJEM Consulting LLC is in business of
over ten years, that’s like Roman symbol X
for 10 I learned in grade school”

AS in

“How can I find a GEM of a PA CLE in a
mass market, grey landscape, of boring
and non relevant
continuing legal educational seminars?”
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Deadlines for Advertising in Volume IX
Events Department

The April 2022 CLE Compliance Catalogue
Volume IX
Number 1
Events Department deadline for advertisements and payment
Friday February 25, 2022 by 5 PM EST

The August 2022 CLE Compliance Catalogue
Volume IX
Number 2
Events Department deadline for advertisements and payment
Friday June 24, 2022 by 5 PM EDT

The December 2022 CLE Compliance Catalogue
Volume IX
Number 3
Events Department deadline for advertisements and payment
Friday October 21, 2022 by 5 PM EST
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Why did so many lawyers celebrate 30 years of formal CLEs?
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What makes Volume IX a focus on formal CLEs?

Part of the educational process, the transfer and creation of knowledge, is reflection. After thirty
years, or one and a half of a generation of lawyers having a formalize system for CLEs means
some generations are now used to the entire purpose of CLEs.
The formal system of mandating hourly CLE courses, including those in ethical areas of the
practice of law, differs from ad hoac accidently learning. Formalized education is still a relatively new concept to many, even in professions.
Post COVID19 has pushed educational concepts of remote and distance learning into a broader
light. Now, educators in CLEs can compare methods and processes to develop new ideas and
reflect upon past CLE efforts. Pennsylvania remains a leader in CLEs not just to the breadth of
legal providers but legal questions such as cyber coming into being in the past thirty years.
Under the Pennsylvania Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1 is competency. What is competency? We know that competent representation requires legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness
and preparation, but how are these obtained? Do these matter as human capital becomes more
valuable on the balance sheet?
Some would argue that once a graduate of law school, there is nothing to be done but take
clients on and see how it goes.
For others, you will find Volume IX will examine many areas of Continuing Legal Education as
a formal educational process. We hope this will begin your journey into what makes continuing
your legal education a life long process and have you becoming the captain of your own legal
future by steering your own course.
Vol. IX No 1
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Events Department of Note

Are you ready for the future of constitutions?
January 16, 2022 at 5 PM Virtual Event for those thinking today.
https://www.montpelier.org/events/con-101-beau-breslin
Thank you to everyone for supporting the book in 2021.
Thank you all the lawyers who attended the April 2021 Book launch event.
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Office of the President
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What is a practitioner?

Why do so many lawyers run for President of the Untied States of America if nothing can prepare you for the job?
The medical profession has a saying that for a medical procedure; you see one, do one, and
teach one. The practitioner is as Theodore Roosevelt sees it, unlike the critic, puts all human
effort into achieving something. The medical practitioner has a patient and decisions are made
not in a perfect setting but in real life will all the inconveniences.
Does that mean nothing can be learned from study?
Education is not the opposite of doing, seeing, or teaching. The practitioner that reflects upon
doing is taking the first step towards education. The practitioner that reflective does but never
examines is still a practitioner, but is not likely to realize the knowledge behind the decisions
being made. All too often the practitioner can become blind to the changes occurring and not
realize when old knowledge even has to be discarded as a new world dawns.
The practitioner that examines how practice is done and then challenges their own thinking is
on the first rung of a ladder to become a better practitioner.
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Why are so many bankers reading:

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/673782/out-of-office-by-charlie-warzel-and-anne-helen-petersen/

When Henry Ford thought about work, he simply looked at the clock and divided up by three.
With eight hours for sleep, and eight hours for everything else, it made sense to have industrial
worked come to his factory and work a mere eight hours to produce what everyone wanted: the
ability to drive quickly to use the other sixteen hours.
Which left many lawyers wondering, what to do with all this extra time they saved not having
to drive to court. Today, with many lawyers wondering why their offices are so close to courts
which have been operating remotely for over a day, and law libraries online, where is the best
view of the corner home office?
For bankers, financing all that real estate, they wonder if law is truly the last industrialized mass
employment industry? Will lawyers wonder how work might get done in 2030 when no one
wants to leave their comfortable home office in the perfect climate of Mohnton?
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What Bridge the Gap attendees are wondering about in Practice Management

Are law firms designed for lawyers, clients, courts, or to use the technology available?
It is the vexing question that every associate wonders about, while looking for a managing partner. Which is why so many solos ask, “what is a managing partner”?
In Chapter 3 of “Out of Office” authors Charlie Warzel and Anne Helen Peterson, consider the
technology aspect of work. For everyone who has gone to industrial factory, like most engineers, and few law professors, the realization that modern intellectual work is not the same as
1900’s industrial work may get some lawyers reading economics. British literature is full of stories about the feudal lord office, but what about work flow diagrams?
Consider why so many law firms are dotted around courts, yet with judges working remotely
and expecting paper work to be filed electronically in court’s database many bankers might
wonder what exactly are they financing. Many clients might wonder why offices are located
where they are as well. Which will leave many senior partners, practicing for decades, wondering why they need to actually come into an office, which many newly minted lawyers will want
to decorate differently.
Yet, some mid level lawyers might read Chapter 3 and start wondering about how does legal
work happen. If a client comes to physical location, will it really matter to them if the room is
not dark wooden paneled or lack Federal Practice Civil Procedure books. Once a client arrives
to be introduced to a paralegal to keep track of the calendar dates, will the client want to meet
the attorney in person and find out their golf handicap or a list of recent CLEs. Suddenly there
are so many questions to ask. Most importantly, some might wonder is, does the law firm really
have the office tools it needs to represent clients rather than buying every hammer and nail out
there. Finally, someone might wonder, with all the paperless office, why so many lawyers buy
shredders with high capacity, but wonder why like Ford of 1920s that shredders come in a multitude of colors—all labeled BLACK.
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Why are so many insurance lawyers reading rain fall charts from over one hundred years ago?

Insurance lawyers, often like to go out gambling with their bankers friends in the rainy days of
April showers since they bring May…
Lately, many bankers have noticed that some insurance lawyers are asking a lot about the
weather to non Englishmen. It seems that suddenly a lot of insurance lawyers want to know
about the rain, including volume of rain and when it just happens. Bankers wonder if these insurance lawyers are on to something about umbrella sales.
Many small, medium, and large city solicitor offices are finding insurance lawyers just floating
around asking “hey, do you have some umbrellas assigned to solicitor’s offices?”. This is starting to make many bankers nervous. Instead of high stakes poker or games of chance like “Go”,
many insurance lawyers seem to be losing their priorities and focusing on rain fall totals and
more importantly asking their friends in city solicitor offices “by the way, just out of curiosity,
where does your rain fall go...just wondering...no particular reason...I have a bet I want to make
with a banker who does infrastructure gambling…”
Sun screen anyone?
Reference: https://www1.nyc.gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/367-21/mayor-de-blasio-releases-nyc-s-firstever-citywide-analysis-rainfall-based-flooding-plan-for
Reference: https://www.wpr.org/unexpected-item-blocking-cities-climate-change-prep-obsolete-rainfallrecords
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Thank you all the lawyers who attended the CLE
“Force Majeur—Contracts—COVID19 Edition”
1 Substantive CLE Credit

Now you know why “black swan” events don’t just happen.
Special Thanks to:
CRXJEM Consulting LLC—Special Projects
Vol. IX No 1
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Zapping Lawyer’s Brain Cells?
Vision 2030

Hair styles are not just for women lawyers.
As long COVID19 begins to be recognized by the health care system, many have begun wondering what happens when a pandemic moves to an endemic. Long term health effects of
COVID19 have impacted and cited for the decline in American’s longevity. Already insurance
lawyers are fielding calls from the actuary departments across the globe. Many lawyers are not
just scratching their heads, but wondering what long term impacts COVID19 in year three will
mean for health care sector of the global economy.
As health care systems begin to fracture under the long term burdens of not just COVID19 but a
lack of past long term investment in the health care sector, many lawyers are beginning to see a
whole new way of thinking about neurostimulation not just hair cuts.
What is your Vision 2030?
Reference: https://spectrum.ieee.org/long-covid-neurostimulation
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Demographics
The Economics of Women Decision Making for the Future

2007 to 2020 was quiet a ride for many including women aged 20 to 35 (or 12 to 51) years old.
Economists have suddenly decided to notice that many women have children, leaving men to
scratch their heads and say “what about my job prospects?”. Which might surprise many estate
and elder care lawyers today. As estate planning lawyers know, you need to have heirs (and
spares) in order to do all that hard drafting work and working with clients to decide who does
get the families’ salt and pepper shaker collection or should it be split up between the whole
family or parts of the preferred family.
With out heirs or POAs, estate and elder care lawyers are left wandering around art galleries
wondering where all the clients needing estate planning have gone. That leaves them to further
walk to computers connected to the internet open to NBER working papers such as “ The Puzzle of Failing US Birth Rates Since the Great Recession”. Once lawyers start reading demographic papers like this, they might start calling up their bankers friends asking “Hey, where is
all this wealth going to go to?”. Their bankers friends will shake their heads and respond “Now,
don’t worry your pretty little head about matters like this. Get some golf time and think about
family law practice perhaps?”
For those thinking lawyers, is demography destiny? Or something ignored in your practice
management marketing plan?
Reference: https://www.nber.org/papers/w29286
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World Economic Forum
January 17 thru 21, 2022

Reference: https://www.weforum.org/press/2021/12/world-economic-forum-s-annualmeeting-2022-deferred/
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End of the China Dream for Presidents and presidents.

How something starts is important but how it ends is even more important. Many lawyers read
General Order Number One issued by General Douglas MacArthur, on August 17, 1945 and
wonder why on Earth, American President’s since October 25, 1971 have agreed to what those
outside the United States have to say about General Order Number One. Was it that American
President’s since October 26, 1971 have been living the China Dream?
Which make better presidents, MBAers or JDers?
That has been a perplexing question plaguing board rooms and Wall Street for decades. While
Presidents with MBA or JDs have had mixed results, presidents without MBAs and JDs in the
CEO suite have had a success always since October 26, 1971. When your customer base is potentially in billions, why worry about millions?
It has made many wonder, what grand bargains can a president achieve. Trade cheap, unlimited
labor for democracy and the world will change, one day. That is the dream that every President
likes to paint to every voter working for a president.
But what happens when the dream ends by not the dreamer but the dreamed about?
Was it all a grand illusion from the start?
Reference: https://www.npr.org/2022/01/28/1076246311/chinas-ambassador-to-the-u-s-warns-of-military
-conflict-over-taiwan
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Pennsylvania Farm Show
January 8 thru 15
2022—Harrisburg
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Why do December Compliance Group Lawyers download both April and
August CLE Compliance Catalogues at: www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html

But don’t share with competitor lawyers?
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Frequently Asked Questions About CLE Catalogues

Q: What does CLE mean?
A: CLE stands for Continuing Legal Education.
Q: What is a CLE Compliance Catalogue?
A: A catalogue that lists our CLE courses, and additional materials.
Q: How often is a CLE Compliance Catalogue published?
A: Our CLE Compliance Catalogues are only published for December compliance, April compliance, and August compliance periods. Volume refers to the sequential year version, and
number refers to the compliance period; number 1 means April, number 2 means August, and
number 3 means December. It is edited by the Professional Development Department and produced by the Art & Creative Department. It is distributed and marketed by the Events Department. Content is provided by Management Consulting Department, Technical Consulting Department, International Consulting Department, Professional Development Department, Events
Department, and others as noted in the catalogue.
Q: Where can I find a current compliance period CLE Catalogue?
A: Only at our website in CLE section located at:
www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
Q: What are PREVIEW CLE Catalogues?
A: A preview catalogue has basic information about CLE’s but is not complete. A preview has
future materials but often not the CLE courses offered at the compliance period, does not include the specific venues, dates and times. Previews are updated over time until the full version
when classes are listed on www.pacle.org board site.
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Technical Consulting Department—From The August 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue
Rear View Mirror—1990’s the end of asking questions

“The limited amount of high-quality reporting on unidentified aerial
phenomena (UAP) hampers our ability to draw firm conclusions about the
nature or intent of UAP. “

Why has technology innovation slowed?
Many have pointed to July 1969 that when American’s landed on the Moon, there was no
longer any need to wonder about the Moon. There were simply no questions to ask once two
engineers arrived on the Moon for few hours and walked around, gathering some rocks. Often
when engineers arrive somewhere, everything is known. Others point to the accident at Three
Mile Island in March of 1979, in Pennsylvania that ended any reason to develop technology
since we all knew exactly why failure occurred. Others say it was January of 1986 when the
Challenger disaster happened that there was no reason to develop anything new. Perhaps the
“closure” of Bell Labs in 1984 might be another time when lawyers would say the end of technology occurred with the break up of all communications monopolies.
Yet, the 1990’s might be a fair guess at when there was the established idea-some called it the
end of history– when there was simply no more questions to be asked by scientists and technologist. In fact, some may have openly pointed out that American’s had every technological
innovation possible and there was simply nothing out that anyone could possibly want to know
about. No need for any more sensor systems as man had achieved total awareness about everything and nothing would change in the future. Others might have pointed out once landing on
the Moon, there was nothing to be gained by going there anymore. Certainty by end of the
1990’s even medical science would have nothing to sense since all that came before was
known. There are simply no questions to be asked anymore about technology. No need for
STEM educated people or magicians.
REFERENCE: https://www.dni.gov/files/ODNI/documents/assessments/Prelimary-Assessment-UAP20210625.pdf
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Leadership Mondays

Many outside the United States of America wonder why “those crazy Americans” would spend
national resources such as energy, human capital, and financial capital to take a picture of the
whole earth beyond the Moon?
Bankers often scratch their heads when they hear the term “objective”. They know that the goal
of every business (non profit or for profit) is to make enough money to cover the organization’s
expenses and return financial capital to the investors at a great rate of return outperforming
other investments. This is how leaders run organizations.
Which is why so many bankers scratch their heads when leaders start asking questions about
overall goals beyond financial performance. When some leaders begin setting goals beyond
mere financial performance bankers start wondering if the leader has been out in the moonlight
too long.
Goals such as being preeminent in a workspace starts to get bankers nervous. They wonder if
the leader really understands the goals of financial performance. They wonder if the leader is
starting to be motive by other than financial goals and as a bankers wonder what are such goals
for.
Bankers may even go so far as to ask their lawyer friends about such crazy ideas as goals such
as “Life, Liberty, and Pursuit of Happiness”.
Reference: https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/apollo/missions/index.html
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Martin Luther King Day of Service
January 17, 2022
What will you look back on in 2022?

Reference: https://americorps.gov/newsroom/events/mlk-day
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Professional Development Department
Which was first the egg or law school?

Some lawyers may wonder which came first, the egg or the law school?
While others might think about Corpus luris Civillis and Roman ideas.
While others might wander about Unvierista Di Bologna and ask “so why did children of the
wealthy with no space ships to buy back in 11th and 12th century pay a liberal arts expert to
teach them about Roman law?”
While few might wonder, “why no CLEs in 1817 America?”
Eggs on law books yet?

Reference: https://www.unibo.it/en/university/who-we-are/our-history
Reference: https://www.unibo.it/en/university/who-we-are/our-history/famous-people-and-students/Irnerius
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Why are so many Bridge the Gap attendees reading about retirement?

Do law firms and corporate counsel offices still give out gold watches to those who retire?
Demography is complex with insight from marketing. Social Security had age 65 years old as
designated time as the earliest to collect. Later Social Security modified to earliest collection of
partial benefits was 62 years old and as late as age 70 years ( https://www.ssa.gov/benefits/
retirement/planner/agereduction.html). Suddenly the Boomers were created after Social Security, so retirement age was increased for the Gen Xers to age 67 years old, naturally.
Many Bridge the Gap attendees looking for that currently occupied corner office know how to
do math now. Many are even able to look at the whole law firm or corporate counsel office and
see where the future lies for their corner office.
But what about age ranges from 55 to 64 years old and 65 to 74 years old? Or how did marketers decided that magic age 55 you need less stuff than prior?
Which means for many Gen Yers or Millennials (born 1980 to 2001) that corner office may be
further away than they first were told. Already, with the first Gen Yers looking to sit comfortably in the White House ( Article II US Constitution age 35 requirement), many are wondering if
their chances to getting to the White House are better than chances to corner office.
Gold watch anyone?
Reference: https://www.stlouisfed.org/on-the-economy/2022/january/great-retirement-who-are-retirees
Reference: https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/04/28/millennials-overtake-baby-boomers-asamericas-largest-generation/
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Vision 2030
Are you ready for the futures?

https://aib.si.edu/futures/

Futures
The Smithsonian Institute
Washington DC and Virtual Space
November 2021 until July 6, 2022 in the Arts + Industries Building
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What do bankers say about cyber currencies?

“Please have exact change”.
During the pandemic as currency failed to circulate, Americans began to wonder about coinage.
Where does it come from and where does it go?
Many will be looking for those new quarters with Maya Angela and updated (1933) George
Washington. What would George say?

Reference: https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20211123a.htm
Reference: https://www.usmint.gov/news/press-releases/united-states-mint-begins-shipping-firstamerican-women-quarters-program-coins
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When will lawyers accept NFTs and crypto currency for payment of legal services?

Every lawyer loves to tell the story the first time an artist offered one of their works for payment. Silicon Valley lawyers opine about taking stake in the start up of a lifetime for a mere
incorporations agreement form. Patent lawyers talk about getting on the ground floor of the next
“cold fusion” invention.
For most lawyers, simple checks go along with cold hard cash to cover the legal services rendered. At least until the next generation comes along and says “I pay how I earn—NFT”. Then
suddenly lawyer’s billing programs crash.
Huh?
For those lawyers who are not into web 3.0 since web 1.0 in the early 1990s, NFT concept is
not as old as gold backed currency. Gold today is just a solid as it was centuries ago, but the
new generations who can’t believe lawyers still read case books and horn books on real estate
Greenacres, can’t wait to transfer gold coins to the next gaming company as in olden days.
They are into lighting speed transfers of instant kind. Which is why the current generation is not
going to wait for an appointment weeks away, let alone have to open a 1950’s style bank account where they give their hard earn creator cash to some place that charges to hold their earnings.
Lawyers are you ready for NFT payments yet?
See you in Bridge the Gap—Fiduciary Duties Q & A session.
Reference: https://blog.youtube/inside-youtube/letter-susan-our-2022-priorities/
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Management Consulting Department
Resources are precious.
For many strategy is about competing and trying to out do a principle. Whether its doing more
advertising or trying to get just one more revenue stream. The goal posts are fixed and rarely
does anyone stand back and question the path chosen, often made in a different world. Which is
why, when someone takes a different path, people are left scratching their heads.
No one today seems to wonder why automated mules are everywhere. The mule built much of
the country, moving resources which men could not often do effectively. It seems obvious that
building mechanical mules should be the next logical step to move more resources to where
men wanted them, Yet, today, with several wars and pandemics away from 17th century America, there is not a single mechanical mule company out there.
For a few who ponder why the obvious allocation of resources are not so obvious, the types of
capital available for use seems larger than they first were taught by non economists. New
opportunities mean new ways of thinking about past allocations. In a newer world, new
challenges mean new ways of allocations and often rejecting old ideals whose time has come
and gone, then gone, then gone.
Anyone ready to use the resources they have in a different way for a different world?
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Why are so many transactional lawyers reading:

“ High Conflict: why we get trapped and
how we get
Out “
By Amanda Ripley
Section in local bookstore: Psychology
New for 2021
ISBN 9781982128562

As every trial lawyers knows, conflict is not easy to start and good people on both sides do
strange things to show their trial lawyer they are right.
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Thank you international bankers.

Thank you to all the international bankers at EXIM 2021. It was a different year and we welcomed all your comments from visiting our VBooth.
We look forward to seeing you again at EXIM 2022.
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Which Chips Matter in 2022?

Lawyers are always perplexed when bankers bring their economic developer friends along to a
meeting about drafting referendums.
As all economic developers know, on Wednesday, November 6, 1974 the voters of New Jersey
did not think legalized gambling in Atlantic City would have much economic benefit. Many
economic developers try to explain to uneconomic minded lawyers that the point of economic
development can be seen in more clients and more spending as the local population grows in
economic wealth. Lawyers should figure out how to make sure that referendum questions
clearly reflect making the best choice, especially when chips are involved.
Chips anyone?
REFERENCE: https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/SPEECH_22_443
Population
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Calling all economic developers:
Do jobs matter anymore?

What are the goals?
It is a common problem that setting goals are often ignored. Some prefer to throw endless resources into old thinking to assure everyone stability. But then is stagnation the goal?
Economist often rely on history to predict the future while others use analysis to forecast the
future they are looking to create. This creates a lot of confusion for those looking to improve
upon the future not re invent the past.
Which is why so many arm chair economic developers are keen to review some forty year accumulated data on jobs and business strategy. While many remember Pope Innocence IV’s fictive
persons, many are still wondering if companies exist in a vacuum outside society. Recently
some have ended speculating on how law has managed the US economy. Many will remember
creative destruction in economic development lectures. Yet today, as more and more people are
employed by fewer and fewer mature firms, some might wonder why no one supports the start
up or SME today in the US?
Perhaps Americans are trying to compete with the Japanese (again) by trying to make sure
American firms become older and more established like their Japanese counter parts?
Reference: https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2022/02/united-states-startups-create-jobs-at-higher-rates-olderlarge-firms-employ-most-workers.html
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What bankers are reading early on a Monday morning?

What’s the future of economic growth like?
It has been two years since COVID19 was first infecting people. It has been nearly fourteen
years since banks had to face the economic abyss in 2008. It has been nearly twenty two years
since the “dot com crash”. It will be less than seven years till many will mourn the crash of
1929 when Keynesian became a household noun.
Is this the end of capitalism as we know it? Or a re adjustment to economics 101 for many?
Of course economists worry about hearing the word “novelty” as the lay economists might assume there is no data to support an economic theory. Of course everyone understands that
“modern supply side economics” is here to stay—right? As the Treasury Secretary reminds all
her banker friends “Modern supply side economics, in contrast [Keynesian approach], prioritizes labor supply, human capital, public infrastructure, R & D, and investments in a sustainable
environment”. Further, she explains to her friends in banking, “Modern supply side economics
seeks to spur economic growth by both boosting labor supply and raising productivity, while
reducing inequality and environmental damage.”
Seems clear to most bankers. After all as she explains, “Essentially, we aren’t just focused on
achieving high top line growth number that is unsustainable—we are instead aiming for growth
that is inclusive and green”.
Clear as day to bankers everywhere. Lawyers might want to read about where tax is headed
later on, somewhere in the “third aspect” of the agenda. Might be late nite readings.
Reference: https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0565
January 21, 2022, “Remarks by Secretary of the Treasury Janet L. Yellen at the 2022 ‘Virtual Davos
Agenda’ Hosted by the World Economic Forum”
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Ready to Innovate?

Across the Airless Wilds
The Lunar Rover and the
Triumph of the Final Moon
Landings
By
Earl Swift
Publisher: Harper Collins
ISBN: 9780062986535

When someone asks you to do the unimagined with no budget and expect you develop something that no customers has ever thought of before what do you do?
The first place might be to start with reading “Across the Airless Wilds—The Lunar Rover and
the Triumph of the Final Moon Landings” book out from Harper Collins publisher carefully
researcher thru interviews with innovators by author Earl Swift.
In a post COVID19 world, this is a place to start.
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Maximum Dynamic Pressure

Every designer knows there is a moment when their design will face the most difficult test.
What every user of the design does not always understand is how inexact this can be: reality.
Often designers think hard what the average user of a design will put a design’s life.
COVID19 has become the 21st century stress test for people, business’s, government’s, and societies. However some of the unknowns have ended as data has accumulated. No longer can
some stand around and wonder “gee I have no idea what is going on” anymore. Many organizations began at the start of COVID19 re thinking their value proposition and looking towards a
different future than one made up in 1952.
Today, many leaders are considering a different world and considering how to act where there
are different expectations.
Are you ready?

Reference: https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/features/what-will-it-be-like-when-covid-19-becomesendemic/
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War on Talent
Reference: https://www.indiatoday.in/education-today/featurephilia/story/why-stem-education-is-essential-in-agrowing-economy-like-india-1702214-2020-07-19

What are lawyers up to in the United State’s Congress, House of Representatives, Committee
on Science, Space, and Technology?
How do bankers set priorities?
It is a perplexing question to many lawyers. Bankers often talk about the strangest phrases like
one word has many lawyers scratching their heads “investment”. Bankers often ask about what
is being brought to the table. Financial capital is not the only thing bankers ask about: there is
human capital. Many lawyers seem confused by human capital. Which is probably why the staff
of the House Committee on Science, Space and Technology, issued a March 17, 2021 boring
report entitled “Science Brain Drain; Quantifying the Decline of the Federal Scientific Workforce” might have many lawyers scratching their heads. Many lawyers might ask a banker
“what is a brain drain, since brains don’t have plumbing?”
Human capital flight is what many international bankers will opine about. Most famously, prior,
during, and post World War II, the United States had a vast influx of scientific and technological minds moving from around the world to the safety of the United States. Unlike many countries around the world, the United States welcomed STEM human capital. The “boom” of
STEM can be directly related to the adding of global human capital to the United States economy.
One measure of human capital, a banker will point to is the number of STEM qualified people.
The larger the number the greater the value of that country’s STEM human capital. Another
measure is the number of degrees or accomplishments. All this can add up to great human capital.
Many international bankers will point to India as a growing human capital potential. With over
1.4 billion Indian’s it is likely with some government support, Indians’ will train in STEM and
want to grow their economy as well as develop STEM knowledge.
Which might leave many bankers scratching their heads reading Congressional Staff reports
entitled “Scientific Brain Drain: Quantifying the Decline of the Federal Scientific Workforce.”
Rupees for anyone in STEM today?
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What bankruptcy lawyers are wondering about?

It has been a rocky road since June 19, 2018 when Jack Welch’s company was removed from
an index. But then again, the world is a different place than 1896 for some. In 1896 there was
that new cook book, H. L. Smith took that X-ray photograph, Plessey vs Ferguson was Supreme
Court doctrine, and William McKinley defeated William J. Bryan to lead the United States into
a different world. What a year!
In 1896, Alfred P. Sloan was just a year out from his 1895 graduation from MIT, the engineer’s
dream school. Sloan studied the new field of electrical engineering, and obviously got employment at Hyatt Roller Bearing Company, since ball bearings are important to the automotive industry. He became president of the company at age 26 years old. Of course, Sloan’s father having a financial interest in Hyatt was purely accidental. Why send your son to where you invest
your financial capital?
Like a lot of engineers, Sloan had a lot of concerns about management of resources. Engineers
tend to hate waste everywhere. They can’t stand idleness of resources nor someone else blocking a great idea to solve a customer’s problem. Engineers are often the opposite of those who
prefer to stand in the way of true progress. Which is why they often study failures, whether
business, technical, political, social or legal.
Engineers know the value of numbers and can read a Wells Notice.
Navel gazing anyone on financial statements post COVID19?
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Thanks to all the lawyers who came to the Author Events in April 2021
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Thank you to all the lawyers who came to our CLEs in December 2021 and ...

… know why.
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Professional Development Department
Practice Areas

Practice areas are topics that law schools have grouped cases into one area with the concept that
there is a theme running thru all these cases. The same concept is used for the practice areas
where CLEs are listed by the provider. Yet many wonder if this is how lawyers find CLEs and
how clients view their world of legal problems.
Some wonder if the practice area means what the lawyer practices or what clients have legal
issues in. Others wonder if practice area means where a lawyer’s career path is headed or where
society is headed.
If any lawyer carefully looks thru page after page of practice area, they will find whole empty
practice areas for years. This may make some lawyers wonder if there is an area of the law
where there are no legal issues. Perhaps all legal bodies have banished a particular area.
Only a very few may start to why some practice areas are so empty while others are vastly over
supplied with CLEs/
For every CLE analyist doing big data metrics, practice area may be a great source to begin
wondering if CLEs are too limited today/
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LIVE CLEs=Distance Learning=LIVE CLEs=Distance Learning via Webex
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ALL CLEs for April 2022 COMPLIANCE PERIOD WILL BE LIVE
DISTANCE LEARNING

WebEX Live Inateractive CLEs
With CRXJEM ‘s EXCLUSIVE
Elearning centers
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LIVE Distance Learning CLEs
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Monthly Course Schedule

XI Celebration at The Radnor Hotel—December 2019
Seminars for April 2020—Canceled due to COVI19
August 2020—August 2021—Live Distance Learning ONLY
December 2021—Live Distance Learning ONLY
April 2022—Live Distance Learning ONLY
August 2022
December 2022
April 2023
August 2023
December 2023
April 2024
August 2024
December 2024
April 2025

∞
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Distance Learning CLEs
LIVE CLE EVENTS
Searching for our live CLEs on www.pacle.org board?

Bridge the Gap (4 ethics credits—REQUIRED)

Course Title
“Bridge the Gap Live Interactive Webcast via WebEX with elearning center “
Bridge the Gap = Name required by PA CLE Board
Live = presenters are live and in education called synchronous
Interactive = come and see this part
Elearning center = CRXJEM is the only CLE Provider with this feature;
(see details in this and other CLE Compliance Catalogues)

LOCATION
Mohnton, PA
Location indicates physical location of the live event; presenters may be anywhere in the world, we choose PO
BOX location to reach us by mail.
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Course Brochure for Download

CRXJEM CONSULTING LLC
Accredited
Pennsylvania
Continuing Legal Education
Innovative Provider #9283
Includes Distance Learning
P O Box 93
Mohnton PA 19540
cle@crxjemconsult.com

www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
www.crxjemconsult.com

Look for this icon on our CLE information and online
registration page to download more information

ICON

Downloadable detailed brochure course
information in .pdf format
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How to find our CLEs in Distance Learning Mode or Live Location Mode
At the PA CLE Board CLE Listing Website

Don’t Be
Confused
Distance and Live
CLES

To find our CLEs in Live Mode—search for city, Mohnton PA
in Month of December

TO FIND OUR CLEs in Distance Learning Mode—search for title, or practice areas

In Month of April
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How to find our CLEs in Distance Learning Mode or Live Location Mode
At the PA CLE Board CLE Listing Website

Search by a course title
Search by a date
Search by a practice area
Search by Distance Learning
Search by City: Mohnton (in Pennsylvania)
Search by ethics credits
Search by Live Course
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How do your clients see the world?

It is 2021, post COVID19, are you able to see what they see?
To all the lawyers who have attended our ground breaking CLEs, you know how to see thru
your client’s eyes.
You know that technology is rapidly changing, societies are under new stresses, and people
matter.
Welcome to the future—it is already here.
Thanks for joining us here.
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Distance Learning CLEs
Bridge the Gap ( 4 ethics)

DATE:

Start

End

Saturday April 9

9:00 AM

1:00 PM EDT

Thursday April 21
Thursday April 28

8:00 AM

Start

End

1:00 PM

5:00 PM

12:00 PM EDT

Click on Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD Course Brochure
At www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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Thank you

For all those who are still downloading The December 2109 CLE Compliance Catalogue.
Thanks to all the December 2019 CLE attendees who spread the news.
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Bridge the Gap—Distance Learning =LIVE CLE CREDIT

Bridge the Gap
(4 Ethics Required)

Bridge the Gap
SATURDAY April 9, 2022 at CRXJEM Virtual Space
LIVE WEBCAST via WebEX
Course starts at 1:00 PM and ends 5:00 PM EST
See why our Bridge the Gap is the exception to the rule...
Benefits of Attendance CRXJEM’s Bridge the Gap Program
◊ Live webcast via WebEX system.
◊ Interactive experience where current issues are discussed
◊ Subject Matter Experts (SME) cross trained as legal presenters cover material you need to
practice
◊ Professional education introduction.
◊ Group discussions led in professional manner.
◊ Structured learning materials in eLearning Centers relevant to enhance your understanding
of materials.
◊ Prospective from clients, experts in the field, experienced lawyers, and thought leaders
focused on YOU.
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Bridge the Gap
Distance Learning

At www.pacle.org :
Type of Law: Professionalism/Civility (Ethics)
Degree of Difficulty: Varying

Bridge the Gap— Basic materials supplied by
PA CLE Board* include:
A) Micro website (placed in our elearning center)
Topics included are:







Client Relations—We focus on interacting and tools for client relations.
Practice Management—We focus on technology and how to use in your practice with
management tips.
Fiduciary Duties—We focus on today’s banking issues lawyers face.
Wellness—We focus on work life balance issues today’s lawyers face and the future.
Disciplinary Procedures—We focus on getting you to know the process and the policy
behind.
Resources—We provide the ◊eLearning Center along with our experts to assist you in
future.
◊ The eLearning center has much more exclusive materials including some introductory
materials on future topics of note.

◊ We supply materials easily downloadable in our eLearning Center for your convenience,
up to 60 days after course including the exclusive Attendee CLE Compliance Catalogue.
*We supply everything else to make YOUR Bridge the Gap CLE an investment to
assist you in building knowledge and skills to have a bright professional future.
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Why are our CLEs blazing a trail for Bridge the Gap
CLE attendees?

Have you asked what makes our Bridge the Gap the exception to the rule?
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Bridge the Gap—Distance Learning =LIVE CLE CREDIT

Bridge the Gap
(4 Ethics Required)

Bridge the Gap
April 21, 2021 at CRXJEM Virtual Space
LIVE WEBCAST via WebEX
Course starts at 1:00 PM and ends 5:00 PM EDT
See why our Bridge the Gap is the exception to the rule...
Benefits of Attendance CRXJEM’s Bridge the Gap Program
◊ Live webcast via WebEX system.
◊ Interactive experience where current issues are discussed
◊ Subject Matter Experts (SME) cross trained as legal presenters cover material you need to
practice
◊ Professional education introduction.
◊ Group discussions led in professional manner.
◊ Structured learning materials in eLearning Centers relevant to enhance your understanding
of materials.
◊ Prospective from clients, experts in the field, experienced lawyers, and thought leaders
focused on YOU.
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To everyone who knows what it is like to plant the flag

We thank you
Glad we could support your goals.
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What is in our Bridge the Gap Elearning Center?

















The April 2022 CLE Attendee Compliance Catalogue
Samples from our CLEs
Sneak Preview of Virtual Negotiations materials
Professional Development Materials for Lawyers
The Future of Legal Professional materials
September 18 , 2020 Memo on CLE Investments and the Future of Legal Industry
Vision 2030 Framework for CLE development
Samples from various CLE researched and developed
Cyber tips from the experts (including SolarWinds hack)
Sample Bench Card
Bridge the Gap Learning Map
Access to a Virtual Booth
Updates Post BTG class
Materials Others prefer you NOT to know about…
MORE

Provide YOU with knowledge and insight to forge your future.
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Worksheet for CLEs
Compliance Deadline: April 30 (Saturday), 2022 at 11:59.59 PM EDT
After downloading, courtesy, The December 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue at
www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html

Distancing Learning Credits—For 2022— Live Distance Learning CLEs = Live CLE
Credit ONLY

Name of Course

Practice Area Live
Live Distance
Ethics
Substantial
Live (Synchronous)
Recorded (Asynchronous) Credits Credits
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Bridge the Gap

CRXJEM First Distance August 31, 2020 (Synchronous)

4 Ethics Credits

Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course_____________________________________________________________________________________
Course_____________________________________________________________________________________
Course_____________________________________________________________________________________
Course_____________________________________________________________________________________
YEAR—2022—Live=Live Distance Learning
Do I have 12 Credits for 2020: YES ___ NO ___ Do I have 2 Ethics Credits: YES____ NO ____ LIVE Carryover Credits:_____
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Bridge the Gap—Distance Learning =LIVE CLE CREDIT

Bridge the Gap
(4 Ethics Required)

Bridge the Gap
April 28, 2022 at CRXJEM Virtual Space
LIVE WEBCAST via WebEX
Course starts at 8:00 AM and ends 12:00 PM EDT
See why our Bridge the Gap is the exception to the rule...
Benefits of Attendance CRXJEM’s Bridge the Gap Program
◊ Live webcast via WebEX system.
◊ Interactive experience where current issues are discussed
◊ Subject Matter Experts (SME) cross trained as legal presenters cover material you need to
practice
◊ Professional education introduction.
◊ Group discussions led in professional manner.
◊ Structured learning materials in eLearning Centers relevant to enhance your understanding
of materials.
◊ Prospective from clients, experts in the field, experienced lawyers, and thought leaders
focused on YOU.
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Live Distance Learning=LIVE CLE CREDITS
Searching for our CLE’s on www.pacle.org?
Law and business topics

Look for our Ethics CLEs on www.pacle.org

ETHICAL ISSUES FOR OF COUNSEL
———Practice Area: Ethics
—————- Subcatagory: Professionalism/Civility
Contracts Force Majeur COVID19 Edition
——- Practice Area: Contracts
VENDOR MANAGEMENT: PROCESS AND PROCEDURE
(NOT OFFERED IN APRIL COMPLIANCE)
——- Practice Area: Contracts
Privacy: (NOT OFFERED IN APRIL COMPLIANCE)
———Practice Area:
RULE 7.4 SPECIALIZATION
———Practice Area: Ethics
——————Subcatagory: Specialization
ALTERNATIVELY—-Ethics—Lawyer advertising
Look for our Course Titles on www.pacle.org
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No matter what time zone you are in...

New Hope

Mohnton

Colorado Springs

Newark
Margate
Arlington

Allentown

Washington

Mooresville

Blandon

Kent

Akron

Phoenix

Wayne
Rio de Janeiro

Paris

Lancaster
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Valley
Forge

Harrisburg

Seattle

Hyattsville

Jersey City

Exton

Paoli

Dublin

Pittsburgh

West Harwich

Lansing

Austin

Cherry Hill

Cleveland

New Hope

Forrest Hills
Washington’s Crossing

Atlanta
Baltimore

San Diego

Plymouth Meeting

Denver
Bath

Cambridge

York

Winter Garden

Dover

Boston

Wilmington

Bear
Miami

Warren

Quakertown
Staten Island

Trenton

Scranton
Ardmore

Alpharetta
Dearborn

Bala Cynwyd
San Francisco

Toms River

Rome
State College

Albany

Fort Worth

Toronto

Norristown
Summit

Chicago

New York

Philadelphia
Media
Blue Bell
Tokyo

West Chester

Distance Learning
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Wordsmithing: Agriculture Lawyers and Engineering

While every aglawyer understands that bioengineered food is created by in vitro rDNA techniques, they might be astounded that so many engineers are tired of the knowledge area of engineering labeled everywhere.
Many engineers remember business’s schools taking a liberty and applying the term engineering to every financial created tool to call it all financial engineering. Then something happened
in 2008 in banking and few wanted to discuss why the term engineering was added to finance.
Today, lawyers are considering how to use the anvil of words to create meaning that sounds
convincing that everything has a benefit with engineering, even when the engineers are not involved. But do non engineers understand what design engineering is really about?
Design is something few consider except the humble engineer who is given an objective but
told that there are no resources to reach the objective. That leaves many engineers diligently
thinking how to achieve what others cannot imagine with few resources.
Many engineers wonder “if we label it right, will they buy it”?
REFERENCE: https://www.ams.usda.gov/sites/default/files/media/BEFactSheet.pdf
REFERENCE: https://www.nap.edu/resource/23395/GE-crops-report-brief.pdf
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Attention Clients: Does your lawyer know how to pack a mule?

Who are clients going to call when 95% of all the evidence is digital?
It’s not the 1800’s in practice of law.
To all the past lawyers who attended “Choosing a Cyber Expert”,
your clients know you are not who to call about packing a mule.
They know you know how to work with cyber experts to get their
legal problems solved.
We look forward to a new generation of lawyers attending this and other
cyber CLEs.
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PA CLE Board Course Listing Information
Live Listing

Course Title:
Choosing a Cyber Expert with Elearning Center
Live interactive via WebEX
Practice Area:
Trial
Experts
Course Location
Mohnton, PA
Click on Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD the Brochure for
Course at: www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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PA CLE Board Course Listing Information
Distance Learning Listing

Course Title:
Choosing a Cyber Expert with Elearning Center
Live interactive via WebEX
Practice Area:
Trial
Experts
Distance Learning
Live/Sychronous
Delivery Method
Live Webcast
State
Distance Learning
City
Distance Learning
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Live Webcast
Law & Technology

Choosing a Cyber Expert
Practice AREA: Trial ; Subcatagory: Experts
(0.5 Ethics and 1.5 Substantive)
Live Webcasts—Group Cast with Moderator
◊ Know what credentials to look for when choosing a computer forensics expert and
other fields
◊ Avoid conflict of interests that can sabotage your case.
.◊ Be able to lay expert foundation for a computer forensic expert based on Daubert.

◊ Knowing difference between the knowledge specialists from hats to pen testers


Ethical issues of lawyers who claim ignorance in handling digital evidence

~ A cyber expert will field your technical questions to understand the legal aspects of
cases covered and raise your level of competency under Rule 1.

DATE:

1st Start

1st End

Wednesday April 6

12:00 PM EDT

12:30 PM EDT
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Events Department

https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-60662541
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When things just happen.

When a client asks their lawyer “what’s a sanction?”, a lawyer is likely to say “it is not a sentence, but why do you ask?”.
For a lot of bankers sanctions seems a legal conundrum with bankers asking “what was the bad
behavior and how bad is it that we can’t use their money for good”? A banker thinks that one
day an innocence bank account is worth $100.00 then the next morning, its suddenly worth
$1.00 or even less. It seems perplexing that the money was legal tender and looked fine on the
books, then suddenly a lawyer’s little message says something in a long memo with word sanction somewhere. Then a banker has to run to their own lawyers to get some sort of understanding why the legal system is suddenly involved in economic policies.
It can be even more confusing for many bankers finding out that sanctions just don’t go away
like a sentence that is served. No indeed, many lawyers have to counsel the bankers that they
actually need to understand the long boring memo before the word sanction.
For lawyers, sanctions are no where near surprising as predictable sentences—guidelines and
all. As many lawyers say now who come to our Law and Technology CLEs : “In cyber space no
one can hear you scream over your cyprto currency loss…”
Wheel barrows anyone?
Reference: https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/press-briefings/2022/02/27/background-press-call-by-asenior-administration-official-on-imposing-additional-severe-costs-on-russia/
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Distance Learning = LIVE CLE CREDITS
Live Webcast

P.R.E. Rule 7.4
Specialization
(1.0 Ethics and 0.0 Substantive)
Live Webcasts

◊ Know specialization under the ethics rules
◊ Avoid common attorney marketing mistakes in regards to specialization
◊ Understand how to properly communicate to potential clients your relevant skills
◊ Know the difference between licensing and specialization
◊ Know which specializations can be advertised under ethics rules
◊ Prior Rule 7 attendees are encourage to hone their understand of Rule 7
While prior Rule 7 CLE is not required, this is an advanced course.
DATE:

Start

End

Thursday April 7, 2022

5:00PM

6:00 PM EDT
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Where do you see the frontier?

Vision 2030—Strategic Initiative
We see the future always as the frontier. We know the frontier is for those ready to take the risk
and reap the reward of forward planning.
To our clients who know the frontier already, thank you.
To those who are ready to take the frontier, we can’t wait to hear from you.
To everyone else, we do not sell rear view mirrors.
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Modern boring times for lawyers in contracts…







Supply Chain Disruptions
Pandemics
Labor Shortage
Currency Collapses
Peace

Which is why so many contract law aficionado’s enjoyed our
“Contracts Force Majeur CLE”.
Perhaps better for many aficionado’s that others are not looking for growing
practice area.
Thank you to all the lawyers for all your further questions in “Force Majeur”.
Reference Readings: https://www.whitehouse.gov/cea/writtenmaterials/2021/06/17/why-the-pandemic-has-disrupted-supply-chains/
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PA CLE Board Course Listing Information
Live Listing

Course Title:
Contracts Force Majeur COVID19 Edition with Elearning Center
Live Interactive via WebEX
Practice Area:
Commercial/Consumer Law
Contracts
Course Location
Mohnton, PA
Click on Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD the Brochure for
Course at: www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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PA CLE Board Course Listing Information
Distance Learning Listing

Course Title:
Contracts Force Majeur COVID19 Edition with Elearning Center,
Live Interactive via WebEX
Practice Area:
Commercial/Consumer Law
Contracts
Distance Learning
Live/Sychronous
Delivery Method
Live Webcast
State
Distance Learning
City
Distance Learning
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Distance Learning = Live CLE Credits
Live Webcast

Contracts Force Majeur
COVID19 Edition
(0.0 Ethics and 1.0 Substantive)
Live Webcasts

◊ Know the term
◊ Which contracts need this term
◊ UCC exploration (PA and model version)
◊ Contract drafting issues
◊ What evidence can be used to begin negotiations
◊ What to look for in government contracts
~ In business and law track this course should be taken after Vendor Management
This courses is on legal decisions. The business decision course is for special assets financial professionals but
lawyers are welcome to attendee to gain an understanding of business decisions.

DATE:

1st Start

1st End

Monday April 18,2022

4:00 PM

5: 00 PM EDT
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What assets sales make bankers smile?

How do bankers christen a dumb idea?
Hubris is in vogue in many industries and in some industries it is required to keep earnings going instead of product development. For many, product development is a dead idea. For others,
product development means hard work, like asking current customers about their world and
what they want to have done to solve their problems. It can be amazing how the humble customer or the potential customer if just asked will come up with enormous number of problems
that need to solve. But the problem with hubris, besides not even asking some basic marketing
questions, is the fundamental problem that “we know better than you”.
Which is why lately many lawyers will notice some bankers are indeed smiling. They tend to
smile when it is acknowledged that banking, far from being staid, is a constant challenge to indeed serve customers of all marketed segments and even the full public.
So next time you see a banker smile, you will know that the latest hubris has been validated
again.
Champagne anyone?
Reference: https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/statement-by-diem-ceo-stuart-levey-on-the-sale
-of-the-diem-groups-assets-to-silvergate-301471997.html
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Professional Development Department
What is human capital?

Farm land was once considered the high form of capital as it produced food that the farmer
controlled.
Today bankers have begun explaining that human capital consists of knowledge, skills, and
oneself’s health. Unlike farm land controlled by the farmer, in a free society, human capital is
utilized by the individual. There are no firm metrics yet for these accumulations. For knowledge, some may consider formal degrees as a metric. For skills, certificates may be considered
as a metric. Health continues to be a vague concept, until old age or some particular ill comes
along.
Law firms which see their intellectual capital walk out every night, are finding it a shock as
supply dwindles that capital has to be carefully managed and developed. Many partners are
becoming concerned that human capital may not be infinite, especially as retirements are
coming at the top of ladder. COVID19 has only complicated business as no longer done as the
same in the farming past.
Reference: https://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/human-capital/brief/the-human-capital-projectfrequently-asked-questions
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Courses: Searching Methods for PACLE Board search
Distance Learning

DISTANCE COURSE MODE on PACLE Board search

Course Title:
Ethical Issues for Of Counsel , an Introduction Live
Via Webex with elearning Center
Practice Area:
Professionalism/Civility (Under Ethics)
Online Learning Method
Distance Learning—Live/Sychronous
Delivery Methods—Live Webcast
STATE—Distance Learning
City—Distance Learning
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Searching for our courses on PACLE Board?

LIVE COURSE MODE on PACLE Board search

Course Title:
Ethical Issues for Of Counsel , an Introduction Live
Via Webex with elearning Center
Practice Area:
Professionalism/Civility (Under Ethics)

Course Location
Mohnton, PA
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Live Webcast=LIVE CLE Credit
Law and Career Development

Ethical Issues for Of Counsel
An Introduction
(0.5 Ethics and 0.5 Substantive)
Live Webcasts

◊ Recall Rule 7 (Rule 7 is on break till 2022)
◊ Recall Rule 5 (Look for August 2021)
◊ Conflict of interest issues to avoid
◊ What’s a celebrity lawyer
◊ Conflict fee issues
◊ What’s a side practice
DATE:

1st Start

1st End

2nd Start

Tuesday April 19, 2022

11:00 AM

12:00 PM EDT

2nd Start

Click on Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD the Brochure for Course at
.www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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Thank you United States taxpayer ~ C.R.

C. R.
At
Podium

“As I head to Cambridge, MA for Sabbatical in March 2022” - C.R.
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Leadership Monday’s
How do you know when the world order has changed?
Reference: https://blog.nationalarchives.gov.uk/the-munich-agreement/
Reference: https://www.georgeandbarbarabush.org/2019/06/china-tiananmen-square-the-u-s-response/
Reference: https://www.cbsnews.com/news/transcript-ukrainian-ambassador-oksana-markarova-facethe-nation-february-20-2022/
Reference: https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/prime-ministers-address-to-the-nation-on-therussian-invasion-of-ukraine-24-february-2022

“ We are joined in our outrage by friends and allies around the world

We will work with them – for however long it takes – to ensure that the
sovereignty and independence of Ukraine is restored
because this act of wanton and reckless aggression is an attack not just
on Ukraine
It is an attack on democracy and freedom in East Europe and around the
world
This crisis is about the right of a free, sovereign independent European
people to choose their own future
and that is a right that the UK will always defend.” - United Kingdom
Prime Minister —February 24, 2022—Delivered to the world.
READ FULL TRANSCRIPT AT:

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/prime-ministersaddress-to-the-nation-on-the-russian-invasion-of-ukraine-24-february-2022
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From the Management Consulting Department

Wishing the best to our unconventional leader with moxie.
Enjoy your wanderings in Cambridge, MA in March and we look forward to a different way to
think about management problems in a world where change is everywhere, for those who are
aware of the future coming.
Management Consulting Department
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Future of Legal Licensing Examinations?
Details in ATTENDEE Section

Tasks:
General Tasks
Trial/Dispute Resolution
Transactional/Corporate/Contracts
Regulatory/Compliance
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<CLE Attendee Information>
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<CLE Attendee Information>
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LIVE CLE=Distance Learning CLEs=LIVE CLE Credit
Searching for our CLE’s on www.pacle.org?
Technology and Law

CHOOSING A CYBER EXPERT: NAVIGATING THE ALPABET
SOUP OF CERTIFICATIONS
——- Practice Area: Trial
—————-Subcatagory: Experts
COMPUTER FORENSICS EXAMINATIONS
_____Practice Area: Trial
____________Subcatagory: Evidence

SOCIAL ENGINEERING WITH CYBER TOOLS
——-Practice Area: Commercial
___________Subcatagory: Contracts
Ransomware: Introductions and Basic (NOT OFFERRED IN APRIL
COMPLIANCE)
—— Practice Area:
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“Thank you to all the December 2021 CLE attendees for your
generous congratulatory wishes” - Chris Rabzak
Sabbatical to Cambridge, MA in March 2022
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How far do you have to travel to look back and see the full picture?
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“What a different time—1998”

1998 was such a different time people might say?
President of the Russian Federation, Boris Yeltsin, known for allowing the Ruble to be freely
marketed on international exchanges like a modern soveign nations since economists and many
central bankers have known for centuries no one can defend a currency indefinitely. As all leaders know, no one is popular forever and in 1998 it was a different time.
For everyone who has read “The Best of Times—America in the Clinton Years” by Haynes
Johnson, published in 2001, American stock market was booming. Even staid Alan Greenspan
of the Federal Reserve know by lawyers as Mister irrational exuberance, were unsure about this
new world post 1989 where peace was permanent and currencies only become more valuable
with time as nation’s grew their economic wealth. Even Russian’s took to reading “Wealth of
Nations” by a Scotsman. At the same time a popular book in Silicon Valley was the reissue of
Charles McKay’s 1841 book that ever family law lawyer has read “Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds”.
In 1998, lawyers playing the international stock market and currency trading markets suddenly
were reading all about “floating peg” and Russian Presidential decrees. What a different time.
Many lawyers were indeed studying how all this currency defending would effect security, but
were thinking change like President Yeltsin, ending his vacation on July 29, 1998 to fly back to
Moscow to announce that he had replaced Nikolay Kovalyov as Federal Security Chief with
little known lawyer Vladimir Putin seemed a good move to stabilize things.
1998, what a different time for lawyers?
Reference: https://www.dw.com/en/russias-economy-in-crisis-as-sanctions-bite/a-60943968
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Vision 2030—Strategic Initiative

For many companies and whole industries, the past few decades since the 1950’s infinite
growth was promised to shareholders and investors based on growth only labor market. Those
days are over. Already the educational sector of the infinite growth economy including law
schools, has had to face reality of flat and now in many cases declining growth. Where will all
those law professors go now?
Economists are realizing that some do act rationally. No longer will declining job prospects and
low wages (or gig economies) with promises of “do your time and one day you will achieve
middle class America” are enough to sustain higher education. Many colleges and universities,
who faced declining budgets from state and federal legislatures, could in the past push student
borrowing up infinitely, now are facing a different world. This means for many, the unachievable is switched to the “just in time job paying a real wage.” Famously Keynes said in the long
run—your dead– to politely say arguments that cannot withstand kitchen table economics will
fail at some point. For today’s young adults, one day a college degree will be valuable, can’t
withstand the immediate financial needs and once they start working will long wonder why on
earth a country that does not invest in human capital, would continue to push young adults into
financial servitude with no prospects of retirement.
Are your succession plans ready for a new world post COVID19?
Reference: https://hechingerreport.org/proof-points-many-young-adults-choose-work-over-college-report
-shows/
Reference: https://www.attorneygeneral.gov/taking-action/press-releases/attorney-general-josh-shapiroannounces-1-85-billion-landmark-settlement-with-student-loan-servicer-navient/
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Strategy—Re alignment

Is the hammer a versatile tool?
Education is often called the great leveller, meaning that a little knowledge can go to a long
way of reframing how an individual functions in society. Education can increase a person’s demand by others as well, if it consist of knowledge that others want.
The challenge is often how to turn what the person acquiring the education thinks is valuable
into demand that others believe the same. Many others don’t see the value the education if they
believe anyone can acquire and that one day it will be freely available on the internet. This
might leave the great leveller tool an expensive unused hammer.
Instead of using the tool for its intended purpose, someone might take the tool and use it in another areas or even use on another celestial body. This might be what some use the word strategy to mean when they say “oh, you have a great strategy, its just needs to be re aligned with
those who want what you are doing.”
Unicorns take note, and thanks Horace Mann.
Reference: https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2021/11/30/education-as-the-great-leveler-notnecessarily-says-new-research
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Vision 2030—Strategic Initiative
The working group congratulates Christopher Rabzak on his visionary thinking of the
FUTURE, always.
Best wishes on your entire learning experience in Cambridge, MA in March 2022.
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We have made a little splash in Continuing Legal Education in Distance Learning...

...After making a lot of investment in money, time, and energy over the years we are ready to bring Distance
Learning Continuing Legal Education directly to your location, regardless of where you are in the world.
Look for Distance Learning CLEs with our new icon.
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Scope of Company Operations

Professional Development Department
(NAIC 611430)

Management Consulting Department
(NAIC 541611, 541613, 541518)

International Consulting Department

X

Special Projects
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Scope of Company Operations

Technical Consulting Department
(NAIC 541690)

Events Department
(NAIC 711320)

Art & Creative Department
(NAIC 51430, 541490)

Vision 2030—Strategic Initiative
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Welcome to cyber space lawyers

Thank you to all the past Bridge the Gap CLE attendees who understand the keys of cyber.
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Tier 10 Advertiser
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Special Projects Congratulates our Team Leader:
Christopher Rabzak on major achievement in March 2022.

Landing on the Mare Tranquillitatis, requires innovation and
preparation.
We congratulate those who execute knowing how each step matters
towards the final achievement.
~Everyone at Special Projects

Best of luck in Cambridge, MA—March 2022!
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Why are so many business lawyers pouring over Census reports?

One of banker’s favorite conversation with their lawyer friends is “retirement”. It seems cradle
to grave topic or topic when the cocktail party goes quiet. Social media feeds are full of the
same talk, just nicer memes.
So many bankers may be appalled to hear that so many business lawyers are suddenly reading
boring and dull reports from the Census entitled “Women More Likely Than Men to Have No
Retirement Savings”. Bankers might be perplexed why perfectly unfinancial interested lawyers
would be reading such things. Many bankers would be questioning why transactional business
lawyers would be concerned about such topics as retirement. It is like lawyers reading libor tables or something just as exciting to them but just not something a lawyer would want to read
about.
Bankers might possibly imagine a family lawyer looking into something like this, after all family lawyers deal with only family members not single people. But to many bankers it is a complete mystery why a perfectly sane and golf minded lawyer would want to look into such data
on retirement from the government data.
Retirement golf luncheon anyone?

Reference: https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2022/01/women-more-likely-than-men-to-have-noretirement-savings.html
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Tired of the massive number of irrelevant Merry Go Round and round and
round and round and round and round and round and round and Annual...
CLEs out there...

Thank you to all the lawyers who got off the Merry Go Around and have attended our Professional Development Departments CLEs forged from the ground up.
We don’t “buy” other Merry Go Arounds.
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FROM: The December 2019 CLE Compliance Catalogue
Professional Development
Work force development Issues
SOURCE: United States House of Representatives Committee on Science, Space, & Technology, Subcommittee
on Research and Technology, Hearing on “Artificial Intelligence and the Future of Work”, September 24, 2019,
Prepared Statement of Vice President of Manpower Manufacturing, KR. Kowalski
Is higher education preparing workers for the future?
There has been a lot written that there is a huge disconnect by what is being taught in higher education and what
the outside world is demanding. Many are commenting that teaching skills that have and will become automated
thru computers is simply a way to train obsolescence into another generation of students. Automation is making
possible computers to do much more and reduce the need for humans to do certain things.
How will society increase human capital?
One way is to invest in developing skills such as: communication, collaboration, problem solving, organization,
customer service, leadership , and management. These are the skills that will not be automated in spite of much
marketing hype. Leadership is one area that is considered in the shortest supply across all industries and functional
areas. It is also the least taught throughout education.
In Robert M. Gates’ book “A Passion for Leadership”, subtitled ‘Lessons on Change and Reform from Fifty Years
of Public Service”, the author makes it clear that any change in organization requires leadership courage which is
rare. Every day a leader seeking needed change has to be relentless in effective leadership. The leaders has to communicate why the change is needed and be open to various ways to achieve the final outcome. Leaders never finish their leadership education but are constantly striving to achieve what others merely think is not possible.
Chapter 3 “Formulating a Strategy” Gates describes his methods for implementing a strategy for change. Besides
the metrics, and steps, the focus is on how to get people to implement the change. This is where areas like communication are critical and obtaining stakeholder buy in.

Points to consider:







What steps are required to make small changes?
How do you identify people who are ready for change?
What techniques are best tailored to educate your stakeholders about the change?
How do you translate your vision into actionable steps?
How do you educate an entire organization that change is needed?
When is it time to replace the people rather than educate?
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Why so many corporate lawyers are quorum hunting?
Reference: House Bill 2057 and Hearings on November 10, 2021

.rporate entity

Turn the page to find out what’s going on in Harrisburg,
While your CFO worries about interest rates and other business
decisions...
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Why so many corporate lawyers are quorum hunting?
Reference: House Bill 2057 and Hearings on November 10, 2021

Every good business lawyer knows the difference between a legal decision and a business decision. Which is why a lot of people are wondering why the Pennsylvania House Commerce
Committee decided to only hear from one lawyer about Pennsylvania corporation laws with so
many corporate lawyers bored with COVID19. But then again, who decides how to run an economic entity today anyways?
For those outside of Harrisburg, wondering why they did not get a gold invite to talk about corporate law, there are lots of business decisions to consider post COVID19. Perhaps a lot of
business lawyers were too busy to attend the hearing as they had to learn about alkaline hydrolysis?
Annual reports seem more important than ever to some. Perhaps they hope one day devices
with screens will be connected via electrical cable that can communicate over long distances.
But that day may not come. In the mean time, there are calls by some for once a year filing of
something, sort of “hey Pennsylvania we are alive and kicking”. Could it have been an accident
this was discussed in Harrisburg, while many small and medium sized business’s with out
financial support were closed due to various economic causes? Must be accidental. Many
CFO’s are already wondering what the yearly filing fee will be, since they were not asked in the
first place.
For many corporate lawyers, talking about quorums is a common question. Many lawyers get
asked “what is an emergency”? To which many corporate lawyers respond by saying “ah, let
me see, is there a quorum in my office today?”
Perhaps that’s a business judgment rule to answer that? Anyone traveling to Delaware ?
Maybe someone should talk to business people rather than just a lawyer about this important
topic?
Vol. IX No 1
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While the Profession Sleeps:
Are you prepared to handle the latest corporate threat?

Reference: https://www.fbi.gov/news/speeches/countering-threats-posed-by-the-chinesegovernment-inside-the-us-wray-013122

“Here in the U.S., they unleash a massive, sophisticated hacking program that’s
bigger than those of every other major country combined. Operating from pretty
much every major city in China, with a lot of funding and sophisticated tools, and
often joining forces with cyber criminals, in effect, cyber mercenaries. In one
case, just a single example, a group of MSS-associated criminal hackers stole
terabytes of data from hundreds of companies. One terabyte is around 70 million
pages of data. Think about that. They’re not just hacking on a huge scale but causing indiscriminate damage to get to what they want, like in the recent Microsoft
Exchange hack, which compromised the networks of more than 10,000 American
companies in a single campaign alone. “

Thank you to all the lawyers who have been attending our
Law & Technology CLEs.
Thank you for being on the front lines of defending the
nation’s strategic assets.

Reference: https://www.fbi.gov/news/speeches/countering-threats-posed-by-the-chinesegovernment-inside-the-us-wray-013122
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Frequently Asked Questions for
Professional Administrative & Support Staff

Question:

Where can I find detailed information about
Pennsylvania Continuing Legal Education?
Answer: At the Pennsylvania Continuing Legal Education
website: http://www.pacle.org
Question: How many credits do I need per compliance period?
Answer: 12 Credit Hrs with 1 hr being 60 mins; OF which 2 credits MUST be
Ethics Credits
(The remaining 10 maybe either ethics or substantive credits)
Question: Are Live CLEs different than online?
Answer: YES Live credits may carry over to the next compliance period.
Question: How are these credits reported in Pennsylvania.?
Answer: CRXJEM used the Pennsylvania Continuing Legal Education
ASAPNexus System which is a electronic reporting system directly
administrated by The Pennsylvania Supreme Court—PA CLE Board.
We report course attendance within 48 hours. Upon request we
can provide a paper certificate of attendance for no extra charge
Question: Can an attorney receive credit for attendance outside Pennsylvania?
Answer: Depends upon the jurisdiction, but if the other jurisdictions accept
multi—state credit or some additional documents such as agendas,
we can provide the forms or those jurisdictions. Please email us or
call for further details. We often ask attending lawyers at each CLE
seminarVol.about
IX No 1 multi jurisdiction as well.
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Frequently Asked Questions for
Professional Administrative & Support Staff

Question: What other states have we given credit in?
Answer: New Jersey, Delaware, Colorado, California, Illinois, Michigan, Nevada,
New York, and Check. Please note that Washington DC credits can be given as
well.
Question: If I need additional materials for a regulator will you help me?
Answer: Yes.
Question: Who develops the materials for CLEs?
Answer: CRXJEM does which is why we say exclusive. We do not buy other
materials from
any other CLE provider nor do we sell our materials to
other providers.
Question: Where can I find additional information?
Answer: Each CLE course has a summary brochure. For more details, you contact us.
Question: How often are courses developed or updated.
Answer: Courses are developed based on stakeholders and client demands.
Updates occur
as needed after each compliance period. Major revisions may occur over 10 years
as in Rule 7 CLE case as changing rules, clients, and society. Potential CLE topics
will be in categories listed in
our suggestion surveys. Anyone can suggest a topic.
Question: I have further questions, can someone actually answer them?
Vol. IX No 1
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Milestones
Happy 50th Anniversary to Apollo 16
Mission: April 16, 1972 to April 27, 1972

Roving, roving, roving, rocks, rocks, rocks...
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Gender Equity/Reduced Inequalities/Economic Growth/Innovation
Learning to work with allies.

“Machiavelli for women: defend your
worth, grow your ambition, and win the
workplace”
By Stacey Vanek Smith
Section in your local book store: business
New In 2021
ISBN 9781982121754
How did author Stacey Vanek Smith discover why so many engineers read Niccolo Machiavelli’s short book called The Prince?
Like many women, she suddenly discovered that not all men are indeed granted privilege, and
many have to work hard to earn and even struggle to get some form of “power” - what that ever
means. Machiavelli, as many engineers know, educated, worked hard, and then Fortune (which
he says is a lady), promptly took away everything and left him to sit in a room thinking about
power and struggle without resources. Leaving Smith to wonder, does this guy have some lessons for women in 21st century?
Vol. IX No 1
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Gender Equity/Reduced Inequalities/Economic Growth/Innovation
Learning to work with allies.

< ATTENDEE MATERIALS>
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Events Department
Are you ready?

REFERENCE: https://www.america250.org/
REFERENCE: CRXJEM Consulting LLC Memo July 2, 2021 Office of the President on
America at 250: Events Department Memo July 2, 2021, Professional Development
Memo July 2, 2021 on CLE Compliance Catalogue Volume XIII
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War on Talent
Why are so many women retiring?

When Janet L. Yellen, former central banker, says in prepared remarks at the 2022 “Virtual
Davos Agenda” that workplace policies can disincentivize work, “such as inadequate paid leave
and high childcare costs” is she thinking about men retiring because they don’t want to die on
the job?
For many HR executives questioning how to make sure talent is lost thru retirements, health
was never something they considered—until COVID19 came along. Now there is whole host of
ways to make sure talent is lost thru retirements, especially those few men who are in top jobs
and have some knowledge of health.
Are there any women wandering around 1 First Street, NW, Washington DC?
Reference: https://www.aljazeera.com/economy/2022/1/11/great-retirement-in-us-is-led-by-older-femalebaby-boomers
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Technical Consulting Department
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Vision 2030
New Space Frontier—Commercial Lawyers talking to bankers and technologists

Clients often wonder why so many lawyers ask them “jurisdiction” as they start to unload their
problems. Lawyers tend to want to save a client or even prospective a lot of time upfront by
asking the most basic question.
Which is why so many commercial lawyers are thinking about 2030 and the end of one era. For
a long time “up there” was something most clients would roll their eyes at when a commercial
lawyer asked “jurisdiction”. Many would be defendants already tell their banker friends “we are
outside of any jurisdiction, which means no risk to you or your clients to give us—I meant lend
us– money for this great idea.”
For many commercial lawyers, seeing a new frontier is like candy to a baby. So many clients
with so many legal questions. It can warm the heart of even a law professor. Several trillion dollars of commercial transactions in a space economy means a lot of bankers will be calling their
lawyers and asking a lot of questions.
For many technologists, looking a new economic sector, finding a commercial lawyer who understands that space is not just another jurisdiction, but a whole new way of life, can be daunting. Any takers?

Reference: https://www.nasa.gov/feature/nasa-provides-updated-international-space-station-transitionplan
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Management Consulting
Where do consultants get their numbers from?

Many bankers wonder why Apollo 11 crew, after arriving on the Moon in 1969 set up and left a
laser ranging retroreflector?
So often people wonder why management consultants ask odd questions like “are you one of
100 employees” or “are you in an organization that’s less than five years old”. It seems perplexing to ask these questions when business plans lay out revenue growth, often called “hockey
stick” growth and therefore no need for any management consultant to look over business plans
and reports. Many wonder “what are these management consultants looking for anyways.”
Which is perhaps why so many people wondered why on Earth would two men, upon landing
on the Moon, would set up some device to measure the distance from Earth to the Moon, since
it was already known. Many wonder what is the purpose of knowing the distance as the theory
was already proven, since Apollo 11 arrived in July of 1969 after precise planning.
But then again, engineers are an odd group—always looking to find data to disprove a theory.
Lawyers know, the exception to the rule...
Reference: https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2022/02/united-states-startups-create-jobs-at-higherrates-older-large-firms-employ-most-workers.html
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Professional Development Department
What do clients wonder about?

The rules seem very important to many running organizations and those being responsible selves.
Which is why so many people wonder if they have the requisite knowledge and skill necessary to handle anything
that comes their way.
Others might assume “I know everything so no need to explain—people just know it.”
Reference: Life.
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Art & Creative Department
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International Consulting Department
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Why are tax lawyers brushing up on their econ theories?

Lately, many tax lawyers have wondered how companies allocate financial resources for the
most productive use. It seems perplexing as R & D and human capital investments are none existant for many corporations. Busy tax lawyers often find themselves unable to take vacations as
the questions keep coming such as how capital should be allocated for the best tax purposes.
Which might be why so many tax lawyers are finding themselves late at night, reading obscure
papers on “Why Working From Home Will Stick”. Many will wonder, as they commute to mid
corner offices, where all this commercial real estate construction in offices is happening. Many
will wonder where $600.00 of worker investment in home offices is happening. Many tax lawyers will further wonder if all that internet gaming hardware litter around might mean some can
work from home rather than use the terminals at work.
Some tax lawyers will start to wonder where their future office will be located after striving for
so long that corner office in the skyrise buildings their work in.
Other lawyers may not be reading the same things as those lawyers. They might be reading
about global minimum tax rates.
Reference: https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0565
January 21, 2022, “Remarks by Secretary of the Treasury Janet L. Yellen at the 2022 ‘Virtual Davos
Agenda’ Hosted by the World Economic Forum”
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Management Consulting Department
Strategy and Communication
(Reference: https://history.state.gov/milestones/1937-1945/tehran-conf)

What did we agree to?
Many clients complain that long legal documents and strategy memos take up too much time
and resources. Often it seem clear to the parties at a meeting in negotiations what everyone is
talking about. Then one party, perhaps decades after a final communication to the wide world
often says “Oh that is not what I thought we agreed to!”
Each party may have their own strategy, but it is the communication that is left as an afterthought. Many leaders find jokes during heated negotiations a great strategy to lessen tension,
but it can leave those assistants and humble scribes to wonder what the joke is about.
At the Tehran Conference, held during November 28 thru December 1, 1943 in the Soviet Embassy in Tehran, Iran, during World War II, it was clear to everyone one day, the great war
would end. The question each party had, United States, Britain, and Soviet Union, was what
would the future of the world look like after the final victory over Germany and Japan?
Both management consultants and lawyers pour over such details as “how will disputes be managed?” While the military leaders wonder “is going to effect our pay?” Which leaves many
bankers wondering if everyone is willing to sign the documents, along with personal guarantees
of course. Then again clients may wonder “what is the piece of paper for anyways…”
Reference: https://avalon.law.yale.edu/wwii/tehran.asp
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Vision 2030
New Jersey Lawyers Going to the Dogs.

NJ PATIENT

In 2030, as more animals need medical care and preventing spread of human diseases, many
will wonder how New Jersey lawyers in the New Jersey legislature managed to find $75 million
as a down payment on the future of veterinary medicine. As the shortage for those trained in
animal science continued to stretch in the 2020’s many will wonder why other states and a commonwealth claiming it was a farm state, could not find the same funds lawyers in New Jersey
found.
Are you wondering who will go to the dogs in 2030 and beyond?
Reference: https://today.rowan.edu/news/2021/12/a-first-for-new-jersey.html
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International Consulting Department
United Arab Emirates and Economic Development

Can economic develop happen anywhere?
Economist love to tell lawyers “it is all about supply and demand”. Which is a polite way to say
when supply increases, well, lawyers scratch their heads. It is understandable.
Today, now that anyone can invest in a business in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), no local
ownership required, many lawyers will wonder if there will be a flood of capital outside the
“good ole USA”. It is understandable. Lawyers will be asking their banking friends, “look
should I learn Arabic? Or Muslin jurisprudence?”
Many bankers will scratch their heads upon being asked so much about Muslin jurisprudence.
Most bankers will quietly smile and say “Well, it is all about supply, demand, and interest.
What’s your interest?”
Reference: https://www.added.gov.ae/Our-Initiatives/Foreign-Ownership
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Worksheet for CLEs
Compliance Deadline: April 30 (Saturday), 2022 at 11:59.59 PM EDT
After downloading, courtesy, The April 2022 CLE Compliance Catalogue at
www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html

Distancing Learning Credits—For 2022— Live Distance Learning CLEs = Live CLE
Credit ONLY

Name of Course

Practice Area Live
Live Distance
Ethics
Substantial
Live (Synchronous)
Recorded (Asynchronous) Credits Credits
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Bridge the Gap

CRXJEM First Distance August 31, 2020 (Synchronous)

4 Ethics Credits

Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course____________________________________________________________________________________
Course_____________________________________________________________________________________
Course_____________________________________________________________________________________
Course_____________________________________________________________________________________
Course_____________________________________________________________________________________
YEAR—2022—Live=Live Distance Learning
Do I have 12 Credits for 2020: YES ___ NO ___ Do I have 2 Ethics Credits: YES____ NO ____ LIVE Carryover Credits:_____
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Do bankers tip toe thru tulips?

Do lawyers understand stock splits?
Many bankers roll their eyes when they hear about value and worth. They know a thing or million about value. Which is why your average banker rolls their eyes when they hear about the
latest “free” thing out there. As prices soar say above $3000.00 for something, a banker might
ask “who is buying this when Jamie Dimon says the average American can’t come up with
$400 for an emergency?”. Then the banker might ask the lawyer “if its free, why is anyone paying for anything?”. Then there is the uncomfortable question the banker might ask “hey, what is
being measured? Customer value? Stock price?” These can be difficult questions for some.
Which can be why lawyers suddenly get confused when a banker suddenly starts asking questions about gardening. A banker might ask, “what do you know about tulips?” The average lawyer might get confused and say “I thought we were chatting about value and worth?”. To which
the banker might smile and say “ah, you don’t know about tulips?”.
Bankers know when someone is about to water the tulips as well. Listen to that sound.
What are engineers thinking now?
Vol. IX No 1
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Events Department

Tired of your advertisements lost in a
stream of
social media smog?

How do you hunt for your social media ad?

Contact Events Department for information on advertising in
The August 2022 CLE Compliance Catalogue
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Why are so many bankers asking Cyber Security Experts to go sailing together?

What is money? (Translation to Cyber Security Experts: What are fiat currencies, and digital assets?)

For a few millennial lawyers studied theft so that bankers would hire them to handle real estate
transactions. Lately, when it comes time to go sailing with their banker friends, lawyers find the
days passing by with not a single call to go sailing. It seems perplexing to many lawyers. When
they do finally see someone out on the lake sailing, they wonder “who is my banking friend
with—I ve never seen them at a CLE before?”
For many cyber security experts, normally deep in thought over stable coin, Federal Reserve
policy matters, and reading boring, dull, reports called “President’s Working Group on Financial Markets, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and the Office of The Comptroller of
the Currency—Report on Stablecoins”, being asked by a banker to go sailing seems an odd way
to spend a beautiful day when they could be checking out latest pen testing report. Or on a
beautiful sunny day a cyber security expert might get the quiet time they want to read more
about the latest exciting innovation in cryptographic or distributed ledger technology being
done.
Instead, bankers want to talk about the weather, inflation policies, and stable coin runs—
whatever a run on a bank is. To most cyber security experts, seems an odd way to spend a beautiful reading day talking about risk while going sailing on a perfectly calm day—what could go
wrong? Senate hearing anyone?
Reference: https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0454
REFENCE (FOR CYBER EXPERTS) : https://www.banking.senate.gov/newsroom/majority/brownstablecoins-endanger-americans-hard-earned-money-and-our-entire-economy
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Thank you to all the lawyers who attended the Law and Technology CLEs

You know cyber bad actors do not follow the cyber rules...
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ANNOUNCEMENT
TO ALL ATTENDEE CLE LAWYERS:

To ALL the lawyers who came to CLEs this past December and
prior, we congratulate:
Chris McGinley of BTB Security, as of January 18, 2022, a
subsidiary of Netrix LLC, and look forward to more of his
teaching at future important Law & Technology CLEs.
His contact information remains the same and he looks forward
to hearing your questions.
Thanks for helping lawyers understand the importance of cyber
space, digital expertise, privacy, security, ediscovery, ransomware, cyber incidents, expert testimony, write blockers, encryption, ethics, client relations, practice management, cyber warfare, (too big a list for non attendees to understand), and so
much more knowledge to list here.
REFEFENCE: https://netrixllc.com/blog/netrix-acquires-btb-security-aprovider-of-cybersecurity-and-digital-forensics-solutions/
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Are law firms ready for cyber incident reports in 2022?

Thank you to all the CLE attendees who downloaded the slide deck in the
elearning centers explaining the term and why 36 hours is important.
You are now ready for the future.
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What does not surprise lawyers who have attended our Bridge the Gap and Law & Technology
CLEs?

“ Cyber-attacks are a growing threat for small businesses and the U.S. economy.
According to the FBI’s Internet Crime Report, the costs of cybercrimes reached
$2.7 billion in 2002 alone. Small businesses are attractive targets because they
have information that cybercriminals want, and they typically lack the security infrastructure of larger businesses.
According to a recent SBA survey, 88% of small business owners felt their business was vulnerable to a cyber attack. Yet many businesses can’t afford professional IT solutions, have limited time to devote to cybersecurity, or they don’t
know where to begin.”
SOURCE: SBA—Funding Opportunity No. SB-OEDCS-22-001
Deadline was March 3, 2022

Thank you to all the solo, small, medium, large firm, corporate counsel, and
government lawyers who have attended—
you are several steps ahead of cyber bad actors.
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What will you do April 27, 2022?
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Who do you answer to?

We are not in the dark when it comes to
CLEs

A lot of organizations can’t answer that.
At CRXJEM we are client focused, not competitor focused, which means we
focus on what your clients need.
When we develop CLE’s from the ground up, digging deep for knowledge and
insight for your clients.
Which is why to us, the sky is the limit for CLEs (for now, space is next).
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Thank you to all the paralegals with CLE questions.

We always welcome your questions about CLEs.
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President’s Day
February 21, 2022

How are you leading this President’s Day?
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April 4, 2022 Welcomes the World to NEW Ken Burns film on
Benjamin Franklin
Check PBS and your local Founders Channel Listings

Then read “A Constitution for the Living” from Stanford
University Press to consider more founder’s thinking in 2022
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Why are so many demographers excited about April 1, 2022?

Is it 1950?
A lot lawyers are being asked about Public Law 95-416. Many are simply stumped why so
many Boomers are asking “is this true?”
After a few days of thinking, a lot of lawyers have to respond with a long memo saying “Yes”.
Is it 1950?
A lot of demographers are so excited that many cannot keep their excitement to themselves
which is why so many are planning to take the day off on April 1, 2022 to sit and sift thru the
“big data”.
Is it 1950?
Many lawyers just nod their heads and say “Well, in a way, perhaps, but we read The April
2022 CLE Compliance Catalogue, and know it’s not 1950 for us…”
Reference: https://www.census.gov/newsroom/press-kits/2022/1950-census-records.html
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IF this is how you think
Of computer forensics...

Lawyers looking to handle digital evidence welcome to our CLEs, unlike anything out there. To past attendees, thank you for being on the edge.
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PA CLE Course Listing Information

Course Title:
Computer Forensics Examinations via WebEX with
Practice Area:
Trial
Evidence
Course Location
Mohnton, PA
Click on Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD the Brochure for Course
At www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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Which weight of evidence will win your client’s case?

IT Department:

BTB—Forensics Firm:

1)
2)
3)
4)

1) Does not upgrade your PC software
2) Does not handle your LAN.
3) Does not recommend what software you
4) Does not handle your printer questions

Upgrades your PC and laptop software
Handles LAN networks in your office
Recommends what software to buy
Answers your printer routing questions

1) Does not secure mobile devices
2) Does not have security credential experts
3) Does not instruct lawyers at CLEs.

1) Secures and images mobile devices by method
2) Has credential experts educated in forensics
3) Understands chain of evidence
4) Instructs lawyers at Distance Learning CLE
Legal Issues and Mobile Device CLE

Lawyers that attend this CLE will know which to have on hand.
Your clients will love you, your family will thank you for coming to this CLE.
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PA CLE Course Listing Information

Course Title:
Computer Forensics Examinations via WebEX with elearning center
Practice Area:
Trial
Evidence
Distance Learning
State
Distance Learning
City
Distance Learning
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Law & Technology CLE

Computer Forensics Examinations
(0.5 Ethics and 1.0 Sub.)
◊ Chain of custody issues in computers including
mobile devices (see December CLEs on mobile devices)
◊ Choosing experts under Daubert (see Choosing Computer expert for trial details)
◊ Current technical issues that impact legal decisions
◊ P.R.E. Rule 1.3 competency points
◊ Business records for corporate counsels

DATE:

Start

End

Wednesday April 20, 2022

12:00 PM EDT

1:30 PM EDT
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Happy Anniversary to SB608
Pennsylvania Senate

How do we celebrate a Pennsylvania Senate Bill on technology, as technology is developed all
the time?
Anniversaries can be very emotion. Often a lot of nostalgia happens. Take communications as
one example. The Pennsylvania Senate, holds a lot of events, from speeches to any number of
PR events but it does not seem to hold anniversary parties for bills on technology.
Technology moves fast, but not as fast as business models. The financial engineers are constantly up at night coming up with many ways to move numbers around, like expense and income. A data breach much be thought of as an expense to the causal lawyer. There’s all that
clean up to do. But many lawyers are unskilled in financial engineering and often don’t realize a
business opportunity. If someone spills your milk, why would you not pay someone else to
clean it up? Sadly, many lawyers incorrectly assume that the person who spills your milk glass
or sold you the milk in the glass should be responsible for compensating you for your spilled
milk.
Now, who is crying over spilled milk for over one year? Or several years?

Reference: Pennsylvania Senate Bill Number 608, Session 2021 referred to the Communications and Technology
Committee, April 27, 2021
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Happenings in Boston, Massachusetts in April 1972?

Women have their own “official” race in the Boston Marathon.
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Happy Ground Hog Day
02/02/2022
What will you be doing for the next six weeks?

Some will be downloading ALL the CLE Compliance Catalogues at: www.crxjemconsult.com/
CLE.html

What’s your folklore about?
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Why did so many people download
The April 2021 CLE Compliance Catalogue?

For the answer:
www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
Look for the catalogue icon
Vol. IX No 1
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Why is Special Projects reading this?
Ask the team lead.

When German Chancellor Bethmann Hollweg was asked to supply an explanation of the causes
of World War I, he responded “Ah, if we only knew.” Which is one reason why World War II
happened a few years later.
Everyone who does not know, agrees they have a totally unique problem. Often, unsolvable by
anyone but the experts. Which is why two bicycle mechanics solved the basics of flight while
the experts claimed it was unsolvable for now until the right tools came along.
In “The Bomber Mafia”, author Malcolm Gladwell, brings you along to discover, innovation is
not what you think it is. How problems, especially ones where new technologists claim their
technical solutions will magically solve a perceived problem that they have developed, can be
examined from a different point of view is something everyone can learn from, which is why
this book should be read by the non technologists especially.
Are you thinking its post 2019 and there maybe problems to be solved out there?
Then go ahead, start reading “The Bomber Mafia” by Malcolm Gladwell, and find out why you
won’t worry anymore about your competition’s thinking. Your clients will know what our Special Projects clients know.
Reference: CRXJEM Consulting LLC—Office of the President—December 27, 2021 Memo—Sabbatical
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Events Department
Announcement

Advertisers are you ready for Volume X in
2023 yet?

For regular and block advertisements (4 page minimum) please contact the Events Department
directly for your message to be including in April, August, and December 2023 CLE Compliance Catalogues.
The race is on.
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The Week That Shook The World Even Today
February 21 to February 28, 1972
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The Week That Shook The World Even Today
February 21 to February 28, 1972
Apollo 16 was preparing for its April 1972 launch, landing, roving, and return. America was at
its technological height. No one a few years prior even thought possible that a landing mission
would include a lunar rover to help engineers travel quickly around the Moon.
Already, in January, 1972, President Nixon signed the go ahead ahead for NASA to develop a
reusable rocket system deigned to more economically put more engineer’s tools into space. It
was a remarkable year. Even as the Concorde flew, Americans were developing a high speed,
supersonic transport passenger plan for the world to be as close as possible—anywhere within a
few hours.
Yet the world shook when “Cold War Warrior” President Nixon, with his China guru Henry
Kissinger, visited China a mere twenty three years after Mao seized power.
What did the great leaders discuss that was “Top Secret” in 1972?
REFERENCE: https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/118064

December 2, 1975

“Let China sleep, for when she wakes, she will shake the world” - Napoleon Bonaparte
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Why,

Why,
are some lawyers out in front of client’s legal problems?
Some lawyers don’t wonder.
To download the most recent compliance period
CLE Compliance Catalogue visit the same place other leading
lawyers visit: www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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Thank you to all the corporate counsels and business transactions lawyers who have attended
Choosing a Cyber Expert CLE (0.5 Ethics and 1.0 Substantive)

You know why trial exhibits are important and how to choose an expert first.
Special thanks for all the help from Chris McGinley CISSP, CCE explaining cyber to all the
Bridge the Gap attendees
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PA CLE Course Listing Information
Live CLE = Live Distance Learning Credits

Course Title:
Social Engineering with Cyber Tools
Practice Area:
Commercial/Consumer Law
Contracts
Course Location
Mohnton, PA
Click on Brochure Icon to DOWNLOAD the Brochure for Course at
www.crxjemconsult.com/CLE.html
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PA CLE Course Listing Information

Course Title:
Social Engineering with Cyber Tools
Practice Area:
Commercial/Consumer Law
Contracts
Distance Learning
State
Distance Learning
City
Distance Learning
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Live Distance Learning—LIVE CREDITS
Social Engineering with Cyber Tools

Social Engineering with Cyber Tools
Practice AREA: Contracts
(0.5 Ethics and 1.5 Substantive)
Live Webcasts—Group Cast with Moderator
◊ From accidents to malicious to cyber warfare, lawyers need to understand the
boundaries of social engineering and how cyber tools are used gain access to valuable
data.
◊ Understand why IT departments are not always the right choice for handling all aspects of network security including insider threat concerns.
◊ Law firms need to be able to protect their clients and understand the ethical rules of
conduct in regards to cyber threats today and thru 2030.
◊ Be able to competently advise your client on their obligations to secure data and take
proper steps to securely manage their networks
~ A cyber expert will field your technical questions to understand the legal aspects of
cases covered and raise your level of competency under Rule 1.

DATE:

Start

Wednesday April 27, 2022

End

11:00 AM EDT

1:00 PM EDT
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Vision 2030
China Space

Bankers will most likely be calling their lawyer friends asking” so what exactly is China’s
socialist modernization.?”
Many lawyers will be pouring over “China’s Space Program: A 2021 Perspective”, a white paper issued after the United Space Council issued its mere eight page document laying out the
American vision for space which has been released for every lawyer to read. Some lawyers
however might be perplexed by a few tiny, minor areas and have to get out their contact lists to
find a friendly aerospace engineer to talk to them about a few issues. But where to start?
Surprisingly, many aerospace engineers won’t be on social media; they are just too busy reading about debris. Debris, or left over stuff just has been littering space for some time, probably
since before 1960’s as stuff just goes up there. Many aerospace engineers will be talking to billionaires looking to build space junk yards and make some cash to buy vintage computer games
and NFTs.
Sure it can be frustrating for many lawyers to find a high in demand aerospace engineer in this
economy and answer their banking friends.
But what can a lawyer do?
Reference: http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/20220128/eb9fb038ebfe4a3d93887b9f120ef74a/c.html
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Are you ready to have your organization viewed as a fort when it comes to
ransomware?

Reference: https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/department-justice-launches-global-action-against-netwalkerransomware
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Management Consulting Department
What’s a client to do?

RERFERENCES: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-07-29/the-consulting-businessbooms-just-as-consultants-disappear
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Personal Thank You to all Past, and Current Clients, We Walk Together.
Chris Rabzak, President and Founder

I want to thank all our clients from the beginning to today. We walk together, working together to
solve problems and finding solutions that are economical and based on reality. Every client is important and we never measured up a client; just assessed your problem and told you if we thought we
had an idea of where to start.
Thank you for the opportunity to apply knowledge, skills, and abilities.
I look forward to walking with you again after May, 2, 2022 refreshed. C.R.
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Preparation

We know about preparation.
We know you are facing challenges from competitors, technology, monopolies, regulators, in
an unstable world.
Which is why we have tools, techniques, experience, and knowledge to get you ready for the
next opportunity, before others get there.
CRXJEM Consulting LLC—Management Consulting Department
Forged in 2008
.www.crxjemconsult.com
P O BOX 93
Mohnton PA 19540
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How do we mark end of an era?

When do leadership teams accept a strategy has failed?
Often the data has to be so overwhelming that even the truest of the true believers has to accept
that the strategy failed to achieve what was the ultimate goal. For many this is the classic “a
bridge to far”. It often starts more with cracks in the underlining assumptions.
Assumptions such as “the customer wants this” is the classic example of an underlining assumption to a failed strategy. Even if one customer desires the product or service, it is unlikely
in most cases a business can be sustained with one customer. The strategy has to be to expand
the customers reached and constant feedback, all under the proper economic conditions. Which
leads to another set of assumptions; the underlining economic conditions needed for the strategy
to work successfully.
Once teams investigate what conditions were in place at the time the strategy began, only then
can they assess how the strategy is working. If a strategy is not working, then the team has to
decide what impact the conditions were at the time verses the execution of the strategy. Only
then can the team even talk to the true believer about the past.
Accepting a strategy has failed is hard to do as it means that a new strategy has to be developed.
No one likes change and as George Santayana pointed out “those who cannot remember the
past are condemned to repeat it”. A failed strategy under the same conditions will fail again.
Reference: https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0565
January 21, 2022, “Remarks by Secretary of the Treasury Janet L. Yellen at the 2022 ‘Virtual Davos
Agenda’ Hosted by the World Economic Forum”
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Professional Development Department
August CLEs
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Forged in 2008
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“Freedom is indivisible, and when one
man [person] is enslaved, all are not
free.”
June 26, 1963
JFK

https://www.jfklibrary.org/archives/other-resources/john-f-kennedy-speeches/berlin-w-germany-rudolph-wilde-platz-19630626
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https://www.un.org/en/about-us/un-charter/preamble
*Art & Creative Department

“WE THE PEOPLES OF THE UNITED NATIONS DETERMINED
to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, which twice in our lifetime has
brought untold sorrow to mankind, and
to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person,
in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and small, and
to establish conditions under which justice and respect for the obligations arising from treaties and other sources of international law can be maintained, and
to promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom,”

Do we learn or re learn?
The April 2022 CLE Compliance
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Do we learn or re learn?
From the 2016 Sabbatical

Courtesy National Archives, photo no. 255-KSC-61C-1006
In taking my 2016 Sabbatical, such as course work “Emerging Learning Technologies” after
three primary degrees and work life, it was clear to me some learning is re learning. Self reflection is the most ignored of all learning and few claim to have the time to re think their first impressions of learning.
To prepare for the next Sabbatical is it often best to review the last Sabbatical or learning experience. As all testing engineers know, preparation is the key to assuring that the expensive
tests are worth spending the time, energy, and the banks money. Outcomes should be determine
prior to running the test or at the least some achievable goal.
Once the test is running, some changes can be made or even ending the test. But rarely should a
testing engineer just run the test and “see what happens”. That is more the feasibility area for
exploring or pushing the envelop.
After the test is run there is a period of time for reflection of the overall testing results. It maybe
a few days later, but that is critical before the next test. Some call it feedback, but what ever you
call it—do it!
Christopher Rabzak—BS Aerospace Engineering, MBA, Juris Doctor—President CRXJEM Consulting LLC
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Events Department

The Events Department has begun taking bookings for live events for 2022 and beyond.
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Events Department—Volume X
Advertisers

The April 2023 CLE Compliance Catalogue
Volume X
Number 1
Events Department deadline for advertisements and payment
Friday February 24, 2023 by 5 PM EST

The August 2022 CLE Compliance Catalogue
Volume IX
Number 2
Events Department deadline for advertisements and payment
Friday June 23, 2023 by 5 PM EDT

The December 2022 CLE Compliance Catalogue
Volume IX
Number 3
Events Department deadline for advertisements and payment
Friday October 20, 2023 by 5 PM EST
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Congratulations

From everyone to our founder and President:
Christopher Rabzak
Good luck for safe travels and return to Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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The influential cover art arrives June, 2022.

What’s coming in August 2022?
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